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A characterization of the central idempotent measures on a nilmanifold 
which generalizes the results of Rudin and Cohen for locally compact Abelian 
groups is proved. The result is closely analogous to results of Rider, Ragozin, 
and Greenleaf, Moskositz, and Rothschild for non-Abelian groups. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a unimodular locally compact group and let r be a unimodular closed 
subgroup. Let R denote the right regular representation of G in C(T\G). Let p 
he a complex Radon measure on r/G which satisfies p(R(y)f) :r= p(f) for all 
y  E l? ([3] is our reference for measure theory). We shall call such p, T-invariant. 
I f  p is finite, p gives rise to an operator A, from C,(I‘\G) to C(F\G) given by 
.4,(f)(T’x) =:: p(R(x)f). I f  v  is any finite measure on T\,G (not necessarily r- 
invariant), we define v*&) = v(A,(f)). Under this operation and the total 
variation norm the set M(T’\G)’ = M of all finite T-invariant complex measures 
becomes an associative Banach algebra. 
In this paper we are interested in classifying the central idempotents of ;V in 
the cast that G is connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group and r a 
discrete co-compact subgroup. We will denote such groups by N. 
Our interest in this algebra stems from the fact that the set of operators -.I,, 
is precisely the set of continuous maps of C(T/G) into itself which commute 
with R. Hence, M is isomorphic with the commuting algebra of R on C(P\G) 
and the central idempotents of M are the central, G-invariant projections of 
C(FjG). This observation was first made by Richardson [l]. I f  r := (e}, we are 
talking about ordinary convolution of measures and if G is Abelian, then a 
precise description of the idempotent measures exists and is due to Helson for 7” 
[9], Rudin for T, [17], and Cohen [S] for the general case. The theorem is 
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THEOREM A. If r = {e} and G is Abelian, then there is a finite family of 
closed subgroups Ki and characters xi of Ki for which p = C nixi dKi for some 
integers ni . Conversely, any such sum de&es a central idempotent element of M. 
The non-Abelian case (with r = {e}) was considered by Rider [I 5, 161. 
Ragozin [12] and Greenleaf, Moskowitz, and Rotschild [8], the latter work being 
the most general. 
In the nilpotent case Richardson [13] and later Corwin and Greenleaf [6] 
studied these measures in an interesting, although relatively special, 
case. 
Now, to describe our result let N and r be as above. Let K 3 r be a closed 
subgroup and let V be a$nite-dimensional unitary irreducible representation of K 
possessing r-invariant vectors. Let (ei} be an orthonormal basis for the r- 
invariant vectors. Let 
(sum over all e,). 
Then v  is the r-spherical function associated with V. CP is constant on cosets 
(left and right) of r in K and hence gives rise to a function + on r\K. Let 
vd(r\K) denote the element of IM(r\N)r gotten by integrating over I’\K against 
$d(r\K) where d(r\K) is the canonical measure (i.e., vol I’\K = I). Let J(N) 
denote the space of central idempotents of M(r\N)r. Our result is 
THEOREM I. Let p E J(N). There is a finite family Ki of closed subgroups 
containing I’ and r-spherical functions yi on Ki associated with finite-dimensional 
representations of Ki for which 
p = 1 cid(r\KJ. 
The numbers ci are integers divisible by the dimension of the representation Vi of 
Ki corresponding to vi . 
It should be noted that we do not obtain a converse statement. It is always 
true that (dim Vi) vid(I’\Ki) is idempotent. Centrality, however, is a very 
delicate question which we do not know horn to approach at the present time. 
We shall denote the space of central idempotents of M(F\G)r by J and the 
space of finite integral linear combinations of elements of J by F. 
The proof both uses, and in a general way, follows the Abelian theorem. It is 
by no means, however, a trivial extension of the Abelian argument. As in the 
Abelian case it is necessary at one point in the proof to give N a disconnected 
topology. Hence, it is necessary for us to consider the general locally compact 
case even though we are mainly interested in nilpotent Lie groups. 
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II. GENERALITIES ON r*G 
Each r invariant Radon measure p on r\,G (not necessarily finite) gives rise 
to a Radon measure $ on G by the formula p(f) = IL(T(~)) where 
T(f)W = J;fw 4 
forf‘E C,(G). Note that 7(f) E C,(r\G). F is bi-r-’ Invariant. The converse is also - 
true. 
IXMMA 1. Every Radon measwe h on G which is bi-l‘-invariant Rives rise 
to a unique I’-invariant measure p on r\G for zahich A = p. 
Z’roof. The map f - 7(f) is known to be surjective from C,(G) to C,(I’\G) 
[ 19, p. 431. We define p(T(f)) = X(f). To check that this is a meaningful 
definition we need to show that T(f) ~1 0 implies h(f) ~= 0. To this end let 
f ,  g E C,.(G) and consider 
f *g(x) = j f (v) dP4 d>,. 
Suppose T(f) == 0. By a Fubini argument 
Yf *s) = 1 f(Y) wY-1 .)) dv 
-G 
X(f *d = jr,G jrf (4 My-l .)I 6 40) 
= 0. 
Letting g run through an approximate identity we see h(f) y-7 0 as claimed. 
Next we need to show that if we restrict p to the space C’(K) of functions in 
C,(r\G) supported in a fixed but arbitrary compact set K, then p is continuous 
in the uniform topology. However in [19], a map @ is constructed from C’(K) 
to C,(G) which satisfies 7 . @ = i. Hence on C’(K), p(f) == X(@(f)) and from 
its definition in [19], @ is clearly continuous in the uniform topology. The rest 
of the lemma is obvious. Q.E.D. 
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Now, given a measure X on G, let h* be the measure given by h*(f) = h(f*)-. 
where f*(x) = f(.+-. Note that if p is a r-invariant measure on I’\G, then 
F* is bi-r-invariant so we may define CL* as the corresponding F-invariant 
measure on r\G. 
DEFINITION. A r-invariant measure on r\G is said to be doubly finite if p 
and p* are both finite. The space of all doubly finite measures is denoted by 
M/(r\G) = MI. Jf will denote the central idempotents of Mf, and Ff will 
denote the finite integral linear combinations of elements of Jf. 
Note that if I’\G is compact Mf = M. Ff has a simple characterization 
LEMMA 2. A central measure TV in Mf is in Ff ;sf there is a manic polynomiai 
p(x) with simple, integer zeros n, which include zero such that p(u) = 0. In this case 
there are polynomials p, as above such that p,(p) E Jf and p = C nip,(p). 
Proof. Suppose p E Ff. Let p = C n,pLi with pi E Jf. We may assume that the 
pi are mutually orthogonal and that the n, are distinct and n, = 0. If  p is poly- 
nomial, without constant term, p(p) = Cp(n,) pi . Let p(x) = Hz:, (x - ni). 
Thenp(p) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose p is a polynomial with simple integral zeros and no 
constant term such that p(p) = 0. Let n, be the zeros. Let q*(x) = njzi (x - nj) 
and let p,(x) = qi(x)/qi(ni). 
ThenC nip,(x) = x since the polynomials on either side of the above equation 
both agree at the points n, and have degree less than the degree of p(x). Let 
pi =p&) for i > 1. Let CL,, ==O. Then Cnipi = CL. Also, if i #j, p*pj = 
p,p&) = 0 since p divides pip, . Hence 
since p divides (x - ni) pi . S is evaluation at re in r\G. It follows that the pi 
are elements of Jf as claimed. Q.E.D. 
The purpose of the next lemma is to show that Mf is an algebra with involu- 
tion under *. 
Now by the unimodularity of G and r there is an invariant measure dx on 
r\G. In the next lemma let L” = L”(r\G, dx). 
LEMMA 3. I f  TV E Mf, A, maps C,(r\G) into L1 and A, extends uniquely to a 
bounded mapping of L1 into L1. A,, maps L1 n L” into itse2f. Also A: = A,, . 
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Proof, Let f,  g E C,(G) and let T(.) be as before. Kate that I gLl(I”\G) 
since I has compact support, Consider 
j 
G 
PL(W G)) 34 dx = j j PWYX) 7(f)) I? 4 drx 
l?G r 
-s r,F P((W TV)) %W drx 
= (A,(Q)), T(d). 
On the other hand, by a Fubini argument, the above equals 
Hence 
VL(7(f)) ~(g))l < II (f)ll, /I A,*(~(g>>llm -i 4f)L 1: CL* ‘1 /7.(g)il, , 
where II pc* i/ is the total variation norm. The image of ‘T is C,(r\G). Since the 
unit ball in C,(I’\G) is weakly dense in La’s unit ball under the natural pairing 
ofL1 withLZ, it follows that ~1 A,(~(f))~~r = sup 1 (A,(T(~)), 7(g))] (11 T(g)‘i= c< 1). 
Hence, /I .4,(~(f))l]r < 11 CL* 1; 11 ells . The Lx part follows as above by inter- 
chaging the role of co and 1 and replacing T(f) by a general element of Lm n Lz. 
COROLLARY 4. (p *v)* = V* * p* and A, maps L” into Lx) boundedLy 1 5:’ 
p < m. 
Proof. Riesz interpolation. QED. 
Remarks. We are indebted to Richardson for pointing out the applicability 
of Riesz interpolation here. 
Now we shall need a concept of positivity of measures. Let M-m = {p E Mj ! A, 
is a positive operator}. We shall define p 2 v  i f f  p - 17 E ~$2’. 
LEMMA 5. Let x be an Abelian character qf G which is t&ial on r considered 
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as a function on I’\G. Then p + x ~1 is an automorphism of M which preserve! 
Mj and M+. 
Proof. The automorphism property and the preservation of ilk” are obvious. 
The preservation of M+ follows from the equality A,.,(f) = R&(X). 
The next lemma is important for relating the different topologies we shall 
consider on G. Let G, and G, be two locally compact unimodular topological 
groups. Let J’, and ra be closed subgroups of G, and G, and let 4: G, -+ G, be 
a continuous, injective homomorphism of G, into Ga which maps r, isomor- 
phically onto I’, as topoZogicaZ groups. 4 gives rise to a mapping dr of J’,\G, tc 
r,\G, defined by &-(rrx) = r,+(x). &- d m uces a mapping 4:: of M(r,\G,) intc 
M(r,\G) by setting G(p)(f) = ~(f 0 $I-) for f  E G(r2\G) and CL E M(I;\G), 
Similarly 4 induces a mapping +* of Radon measures on G, to Radon measures 
on G,. 
LEMMA 6. +“, is a +-homomorphism of the algebra Mf(rl\G,)rl into Mf(r,\GJrz 
Proof. First we show 4: preserves *. It is easily seen that 
7 is defined relative to ra on the left and I’, on the right and f  E C,(G,). It 
follows that @+)* = $*(pN). Hence 
&CL*)- = 4*KP*n = (d*w>>* = GYP)*)- 
This show that (b: preserves *. The rest of the lemma is a straight forward 
calculation. Q.E.D. 
Our first application of the above lemma will be in the following context. Let G 
and r be as above and assume that r is countable and discrete. Let H be a closed 
normal subgroup G such that I’H is closed in G. Let G, be G with the topology 
defined by declaring H to be an open subgroup-i.e., a set U C G is open if b 
intersects every coset of H in an open set. ThenG, is a locally compact topological 
group. Let 4: GH -+ G be the identity map. 
LEMMA 7. @ is an injective *-isomorphism of Mf(I’\G,)r onto the subalgebrci 
of Mf(r\G)‘of measures supported in a coutable number of sets r\rHx in r\G. 
Proof. Let p E Mf(r\G,). There are at most a countable number of sets 
if\rHx on which p is nontrivial. Every element of C,(r\G,) is supported in a 
finite number of sets r\rHx. Note that these sets are disjoint. It follows that p 
is supported in the collection of sets r\rHx on which p is nonzero. The lemma 
follows easily from these comments, the above lemma, and the fact that the G 
and GH topologies agree on rH. Q.E.D. 
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Now, let H and r be as in the above lemma. Let C,H be the image of H in 
r’$G-i.e., F\H = T\I’H. Let TV E Mf(r\G)r. Let 
This sum is now meaningful since there are at most a countable number of 
(rl,fI)x on which p is nontrivial. 
IXXUA 8. TV is a homomorphism of Mf into Mf ulhich preserres *. 
Proof. (Following [17].) The image of rH is a subalgebra of M-the 
subalgebra of elements of Mf supported in a countable number of sets (r’\H) . II. 
In fact, suppose p and Y are two such elements. We may assume that each is 
supported in U(r\H) ni . An easy computation shows that their convolution is 
supported in u(r\THnJHnj) = u(r:I’Hn,I’nj). Hence since n& is countable, 
the claim follows. The kernel of rrH is a left ideal as is easily checked. Also 
v,&‘) (.i~~p)*. To see this, write r&L) = C p I”:THnr where the sum 
extends over the distinct I’HnI’ double cosets. Kate that each set is a countable 
union of (F,,H)n sets. 
Thus for ,f  E C,.(n’), 
b+*)-(f) =- Z~*b(f) I r\rHnq 
z 1 p*(T(f 1 mm)) -= 1 p(T(f 1 rrmr)*) 
= 1 p(T(f* [ m-lHr))- -~I T”/L(T(f *))-. 
The last equality follows by normality. This implies that the kernel of rrH is also 
a right ideal. Now every p is a unique sum of an element in the kernel plus an 
element in the image. In fact, p = r+ + (CL - rrHp) is the decomposition, and 
uniqueness follows by taking rrH of both sides. But 
Hence, by uniqueness rr& XV) = nHp * T~V. QED. 
Now let p E M. We define the support subgroup of p (denoted spsg IL) to be 
the smallest closed subgroup K of G which contains rsuch that p is supported in 
r’: h-. 
LEMMA 9. If  p E Ff has spsg p = K, then K(l)I?K is compact where Kc’) i.i 
the commutator subgroup of K. 
Proof. Note that K(l) is normalized by r since r C K. Since spsg TV li, 
I-L may be considered as an element of Mf( P\ K). p is central so it in fact belongs 
580!36!2-0 
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toFf(.F\K). Now let x be a one-dimensional character of K which is trivial on F. 
By Lemma 5, xp EF(~\K). I f  x is nontrivial, XJ # p since otherwise p would 
be supported in K n ker x. Hence xp - p EF~(~\K). Let v  = x11 - TV. We 
claim 11 v  // 3 1. To see this, write v  = C niui where the pi are mutually ortho- 
gonal elements of Jf. Let f~ C,(J’\K) and let fi = A,{f. Then A,(fi) = nifi . 
There is anf and an i such thatf, # 0 so /j Y I/ 3 1 ni 1 3 1, as claimed. On the 
other hand, there is a compact set C in r\,l( such that 1 p j (J’\K N C) < 4. 
Hence 
II lJ II < I x - 1 I I P I (W) G l/2 + I x - 1 I I P I ((3 
G l/2 + Ii CL IIsup I x - 1 I. 
C 
Hence j x - 1 1 3 l/2 // p 1; on C. It follows that in the compact open topology 
the set of such x is discrete. Hence, the Abelian group rK’r)\K has a discrete 
dual. This proves our lemma. Q.E.D. 
III. REDUCTION TO THE INDECOMPOSABLE CASE 
Now we return to the nilpotent case. Let N be a connected, simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group and let F be a discrete, co-compact subgroup. In this 
section the spaces M, J, etc., will be relative to I’ and N. Note that M = Mf. 
Let H be a closed, normal, rational, connected subgroup of N (see the Appendix 
for rational). We shall say that a measure p is indecomposable if rnt~ E {p, 0} for 
each such H. In this section we shall show that it suffices to describe the inde- 
composable elements of Mr. 
The following lemma is a crucial step in the reduction to the indecomposable 
case. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose p E J satis$es nHp = p for some H as above. Let K = 
spsg p. Then KO C H. 
Proof. We first claim that we may assume that H C K. In fact, K,, is closed, 
normal, and rational since K 3 I’. Also, since p is supported in a countable 
number of K, cosets, rKonHp = q+ Hence, we may replace H by K, n H. 
Let KH be K with the topology obtained by declaring H to be an open sub- 
group of K. By Lemma 7 and the fact that p is supported in a countable number 
of H cosets, we may consider p to be an element of Mf(r\K,). In fact, TV is a 
member of Jf. Let M be the support subgroup of p in Ku. By Lemma 9, 
I’@\M is compact. The group I’K$H\MKz)H is a continuous image of 
I’M’l)\M and is discrete since I’K#)H is open. Hence, I’K,$)H has finite index 
in MK$H. As a set K$) = K(l). Also, from Theorems (A.11) and (A.1) and 
Lemma (A.2) in the Appendix, K(l) is rational as is rK(l)H. Hence TK(l)H is 
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closed in 1%‘. Hence MJWH is closed in N also. Since p is supported in MKLIJH, 
we see K = MPH. It follows that K,, = (J’JPH), = (P)H), = (JP),H. 
We claim (F)), = [A’, K,]. Clearly (JP), C [N, K,]. I f  y  E r, [y, K,,] is 
connected and contains {e} so [F, K,,] C (K(l)), . Since (K(l)), connected, it is 
Zariski closed so [AT, K,] C (JP), . Th’ p is roves our claim. It follows that K,, I- 
[.V, K,]H. This is impossible in a nilpotent group unless [AT, KY,,] C H. To see 
this we may assume by forming a quotient that [:V, k’,] n H z (e>. Then 
[X, H] C [N, I&] n H = (e}. Hence (JP), = [N, Kt,] =- [X, [AT, k-,]H] 
[A’, [A\[, KJ][N, H] = [IV, [IV, KO]]. Th’ is is impossible unless [A’, K,] y:= (el. 
Hence [N, k’,] C H as claimed. Thus K, = N. (l.I<.D. 
Next we prove the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 11. Every element p ofF is a sum of indecomposable elements of F. 
lf the indecomposible element p of F is ekpressed in the form p := C nipi where the ;ci 
are orthogonal elements of J, and ni are integers, then the pi are indecomposable. 
Proqf. We need a lemma. 
LEMMA 12. nH preserves the center of M 
Proof. Let y  E N be rational (see the Appendix). Let r,, -m: r n yl)~---~. 
Then TV has finite index in I’. Let [r : I:,] = n(y). Let y(i), i = l,..., n be a 
complete set of representatives of the left r, cosets in r. Let pV :-= X( y))l x:1 8ruv(i) 
where 6r,,. is the Dirac delta measure at rx. Then t+, E M(r\;Y)r. The operators 
Ally operated by left translation by y  and then averaging over r,jI’. Hence =2,,,, 
belongs to the Hecke algebra of r\N. The Ally, in fact, generate the Hecke 
algebra. (See [7, p. 3561.) It is a well-known consequence of Moore’s multiplicity 
one result in [IO] that the Hecke algebra is weak operator dense in the inter- 
twining algebra of the right quasi-regular representation of :V in L2(r”,.V). It 
follows that p is central i f f  -4, commutes with r-I,, 
v  
for all rational J. It is easily 
verified that r’HpU =m= cc?, . Hence if TV is central 
Xow we may prove the first part of our proposition. The proposition is trivial 
if ii p ~j == 0 so fix a natural number p and assume that the proposition is true 
if // p !, < p ~ I. Let p be an element of F with 11 p Il = p. Let p = 2 nipLi be a 
decomposition of p into orthogonal idempotents with pi == pi(p) as in Lemma 2. 
If  p is indecomposable, then each pLi is indecomposable also because xHpcLI : = 
pI(rHp). I f  p is not indecomposable, then there is an H such that 
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The decomposition 
CL = (II - %PL) + *ff’crcL = v  + =IfcL 
is a decomposition of TV into a sum of a pair of mutually singular measures. 
Hence /j STAR 11 and 11 v  I/ are both less than /I p /j = p. By induction the theorem 
is true for nHp and v. This proves the proposition for p. 
The second statement follows easily from Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
We shall also need some information concerning the uniqueness of this decom- 
position. Let TV E F and let p = Cy=, pi be a decomposition of p as a direct sum 
of indecomposable elements of F. We shall say that the decomposition is minimal 
if n is as small as possible among all such decompositions. 
LEMMA 13. The minimal decomposition is unique. 
Proof. Let K(i) = spsg pi and let H(i) = K(i)0 . I f  His any closed, normal, 
rational subgroup such that H $ H(i), th en rHpi = 0. If  H 3 H(i), then rHpi = 
pi . It follows that if i + j, H(i) # H(j) for if H(i) = H(j), then pi + pi is 
indecomposable, contradicting minimality. To prove the uniqueness let H be a 
normal, connected, rational subgroup of minimal dimensions such that n,+ # 0. 
Then rHpi f  0 for some i so H 3 H(i). By minimality of H, H = H(i). rHpi = 0 
for j # i so pi = asp, so p< is unique. Our result by induction on n since 
P - Pi = I&i CLj * Q.E.D. 
We shall also need the following technical result. 
LEMMA 14. Let p be an indecomposable element of F. Let K 3 spsg p be a 
closed subgroup such that K = I’K, . Then r\K m r,\K, where r,, = r n K, . 
Hence TV defines an element EL,, in M(I’o/K,,)ro. If cl0 is central, then pLo belongs to 
F (relative to I’,, and K,,) and CL,, is indecomposable relative to K, . Also spsg cl0 = 
spsg p n Ko . 
Proof. Let p = C nivi be an orthogonal decomposition of p with vi E J. 
There are polynomials pi such that vi = p&L). Then p0 = C nipi&). The 
p&s) are idempotents and if pLo is central, p&J belong to J and thus p0 belongs 
to F. 
To show indecomposability, let CL,, = C pi be the minimal, indecomposable 
decomposition of p0 . Let y  E r. Conjugation by r give rise to an automorphism 
$., of r,\K, into itself as r normalizes K,, . For any measure v on r,\K, , let vv 
be the measure vy(f) = v(f 0 4,). From y  invariance of CL, pO,V = p,, . From the 
uniqueness of the minimal decomposition, pi,V = CL,,(~) for some permutation 
i - y(i) of the indices I,..., n. The mapping y  - y(.) is a group homomorphism 
of r into a finite group. Hence, its kernel r, has finite index in r. Now let 
K(i) = spsg pi . For each i, K(i) is normalized by r, . But r, is co-compact 
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and hence Zariski dense in N. It follows that K(& is normal in N. In particular 
~-rK(i),y = K(i)” for all y  E r. But from the proof of the above lemma, pI is 
determined by K(& so pFLi,y = pi for all y  E r, so K(i) is normalized by I? Hut 
then ) p ~ (r\%rK(i)) = 1 p0 1 (r n K,\K(1’)) # 0. H ence, by indecomposability. 
K(i), == (spsg I*)0 , so there is only one pJ . Q.E.1). 
1\-. ANALYSIS OF INDECOMPOSABLE NIEASURE 
Let notation be as in Section III. Let K be a closed subgroup of A\ which 
contains I: Let d(F\K) d enote the image of the canonical measure on l’;K in 
;Z!Z(rjN)“ = M under the identity mapping of K into A’. Our main result of 
this section is the following. 
THEOREM 15. Let p be an indecomposable element of J. Then there is a closed 
subgroup h’ 3 r and afinite family (q~) of F-spherical functions on k’ such that 
where the n, are integers divisible by the dimension of the representations COUP- 
spending to v; . 
Before beginning the proof we need some notation. We shall say that a 
measure p in M(r\N)r is bi-K-invariant if d(r\,K)*p =m- ~*d(r\K) r- I*. I f f  
is any element of C(r\N), then g = i2 d(r,K)f satisfies gpx) == g(rx) for all 
k E K. Hence, g gives rise to an element am E C(K’ AT). 
LEMMA 16. Suppose p is bi-K-invaCant. Then there is a unique nreasuw 
T,&) E M(K’rV)” such that 
dCL)(df)) = CL(f). 
Furthermore if p E F(r\N)r, then T&) E F(K\,V)x. 
Proof. The existence of T&A) follows as in the proof of Lemma 1. It is clear 
that rK sets up an algebra isomorphism between the algebra of all bi-K-invariant 
measures on r\N and M(K\N)K. In particular, TV maps central elements to 
central elements. It follows from Lemma 2 that 7K also maps F to F. QED. 
The next lemma is the main step in proving Theorem 15. 
LEMMA 17. Let /* be an indecomposable element of F and let A’ z spsg ~1. 
Then p is bi-(K,,)‘1)-invariant. ((IQ(l) denotes commutator subgroup). 
Proof. Let 2 be the center of N and let x be a character of Z, which is trivial 
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on r n 2. We may extend x to a character of I’Z (also denoted x) which is 
trivial on r. We define 
h(x) = xw\wJ. 
Let y, = p * A(x). 
SUBLEMMA. (SP% do = KJ 
Proof. One containment is obvious. To prove the other let 
be the unique minimal decomposition of pX into indecomposable elements. 
Then nKOz~Lr = pX implies that rrKpZpi = pi. Let L(i) = spsg pi . Then from 
Lemma 10, L($, C K,,Z. Let L(J) b e an L(i) of minimal dimension. Then 
mL (i),t% = pi # 0 so there is a function f supported inL( i) such that p.Jf) # 0. 
Hence, p(A,(,,f) # 0 so 1 p ] (L(j)Z) # 0. It follows that rLti)sp # 0 and 
hence L( &Z’ 3 K, . Thus, L( j)J = KJ. L( i),, I) 2, for otherwise 
CLj = TLC&P * h(x) = TL(d,P * ~LC.,*XX) = 0. 
Hence L(j), = K,,Z. By the minimality of L( &, , each L(i) = KJ. This 
implies that there is only one pi so L(j) = spsg pX . This prove the sublemma. 
Now to prove Lemma 17, it suffices to prove the lemma for pX as p = C, pX 
and (K,Z)(1) = KJ’) (pX is a partial Fourier transform of CL). To prove the lemma 
for px , we may quotient out by the connected component of the kernel of x. 
By induction on the dimension of our group this allows us to assume that the 
dimension of the kernel of x is zero and hence that 2 is one dimensional. 
Now, let A, be considered as an operator on L2(r\N). It follows from the 
proof of Lemma 12 that AwX is in the center of the intertwining algebra of the 
right, quasi-regular representation R of N in G(I’\N). Then 
where the Di are central projections for which R 1 Iii is primary. Let Ui be an 
irreducible representation occurring in R 1 l7, . It is easily seen that each Vi 
transforms according to the character x on 2. It follows from Moore’s algorithm 
(cf. [13, (2.3) and (2.7)] or [lo]) that there is a connected, rational, normal, 
codimension one subgroup N1 such that each lJi is inducible from a representa- 
tion occurring inP(r\rNJ. It then follows from 2.1 of [4] that the distributions 
f -+ I&f(T) on P(r\N) are supported in r\rN1. Hence, pX is supported in 
I’\rN1 = r”n N,\N, . Brezin’s formula also express the restrictions of the 
above-mentioned distributions as sums of distributions central relative to 
r n N,\N, . It follows that each pX may be considered as a central idempotent 
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measure on r n N,\N, . On .P n N,\N, , pX is indecomposable from lemma 13. 
By induction we may assume that the lemma is true on r n Nl\Arl . Let Kr 
be the spsg of pX in r n N,\N, . Then K = rKi , so the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 18. If  spsg p = K and K = I’K, , then p = C nixid(I’\,K) for 
some finite family of characters xi of K and integers n, 
Proof. Since K, is normal, so is KO (l). By the precious lemma we may assume 
that this is trivial. Then K, is Abelian and I’\I’K == r n K,\K, is a compact 
Abelian group T. Let r, = rn KO . p defines a measure p0 belonging to F 
(relative to r, and K,). (M(I’O\KO) ro is Abelian so Lemma 13 applies.) By the 
Abelian Rudin-Cohen result CL,, = C niXid(rO\Ki) where Ki are closed subgroups 
of KO containing r,, . By Lemma 13 p0 is indecomposable so p. := C niXid(T’\K,,). 
I f  the xi are distinct, this decomposition is unique (it is the Fourier decomposi- 
tion of &. From the r invariance of CL, it follows as in the proof of Lemma I3 
that there is a subgroup P C r of finite index such that xi(y . r-l) =:- xi for all 
y  f  rl. I f  we write xi = e+i with Ai E ,Y?*, then (ad(r) / %‘)*(hi) = Xi for all 
y  E P. Since r1 is Zariski dense in N, this implies (ad(x) i &‘)*(hJ :: hi for all 
s E N. Hence xi(y . r-1) = xi for all y  E I’ and xi extends to a character of 
rKO = K trivial on by the formula ,yi(yk) = xi(k). This proves the corollary. 
Q.E.D. 
This proves Theorem 14 if spsg p = rK,, . The general case is done with 
the aid of the following lemma. First some notation. If  K is a closed subgroup 
of N containing I’, let p j K be the image of p in M(r\K)runder the mapping 
defined by the injection K - N. Conversely, if p E M(r\,K)r, let ,u(K, .V) he the 
unique element of qrpvy- which is supported in r\,K and satisfies 
W(K, A’) K : cL. 
LEMMA 19. Let K 3 r be a closed normal subgroup of ii’ C Nfor which h-‘!,li’ 
z’s finite Abelian. If  p EF+(K’), then p / K EF+(K) and px -= (CL 1 K)(K, K’) 
cp for some c > 0. 
Proof. Let x be a character of K’ which is trivial in K. By Lemma 4, x p p 
Fr(K’). Since there are only a finite number of x, we may form p’ = C x . IL. 
Since C x is a constant times the characteristic function of K, CL’ = c,un- . Hence, 
pK EF-l-(K) and is supported in K. Hence, p / K EF(K). Clearly p / K is still 
positive. Since x = 1 is one term in the above sum, cam 2 p follows. Q.E.D. 
We are finally ready to complete Theorem I. 
PROPOSITION 20. If  p E J and is indecomposable, then there is a closed subgroup 
K containing r and a jkite set vi of r spherical functions on K for which p := 
(C n& d(I’\h’). The ni are integers divisible by the dimension of the representation 
corresponding to q+ . 
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Proof. Note that by Corollary 4, p E M+. Let K = spsg p and let K,, be 
the identity component. Since K 3 r, K,, is normalized by I’ and, hence, KJ 
is a subgroup. KJ is closed in K since K, is open in K and thus KJ is closed. 
Furthermore, KJJK is compact and discrete and, hence, finite. It follows then 
from the nilpotency of K that there is a sequence of subgroups K = K(1) r> 
... 1 K(n) = FK, for which K(i)\K(i - 1) is a finite Abelian group. Let pi = 
p j K(i). Lemma 18 and induction imply that pLi eF+(K(i)) and c&K(i), 
K(i - 1)) > pi-r . IIy Lemma 17, 
pn = 1 nixiW\rKJ, 
where xi are characters of I’K, and the sum is finite. Let vi = xid(r\I’K,,) and 
let & be the corresponding operator onL2(r\rK,,). Then A,( projects onto the 
space of functions which satisfy f(J%,) = xi(k,)f(r), K,, E I’K, , a one-dimen- 
sional space. Hence, AUn = C aiAvl has finite-dimensional range. The same 
is true for A, where 7 = pJK(n), K(n - 1)). In fact if xi ... xj is a set of coset 
representatives for K(n)\K(n - l), then the map f- (fi ,...,fj) given byfi = 
R(x,)f 1 K(n) of L”(r\K(n - 1)) into L2(I’\K(n))j is an isomorphism which 
maps A, onto (A,. , A,n ,..., A,,). Since CA, 3 A,,_1 3 0 as operators on L2, 
we conclude that A,,_1 has finite-dimensional range. By induction it follows that 
A Uix- has finite-dimensional range. Thus, since p is idempotent, A,[, is a self- 
adjoint projection onto a finite-dimensional R-invariant subspace of L2(r\K). 
A UIK is, in fact, a central projection in the intertwining algebra of R as follows 
from the proof of Lemma 13. Hence, A,[, = C I& where the Iii are projections 
onto finite-dimensional maximal subspaces and the sum is finite. 
The proof is completed by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 21. I f  17 is a central projection onto a finite-dimensional primary 
subspace of L2(r\K) corresponding to the irreducible n-dimensional unitary repre- 
sentation V, then II = A, where p = npd(r\K) and q~ is the I’-sphericalfunction 
corresponding to V. 
Proof. Let tin be the image of II. By finite dimensionality and the fact that 
the continuous functions are dense in any closed invariant subspace, Xn consists 
of continuous functions. Hence, by the closed graph theorem 17 is continuous as 
a map of Lz(I’\K) into C(I’\K). In particular, f -+ Rf(r) is continuous so there 
is a unique w E Zfl for which Ji’f(r) = (f, w). Write I7 = C I& where the I& 
are orthogonal irreducible projections. By similar reasoning ITif = (f, o+) 
where C wi = W. Let Ti: V + R 1 ni be the unitary intertwining operator and 
let Ti(ei) = wi . Since R(y)g(r) = g(r) for all g, R(y) wi = wi and hence ei 
is r-invariant. Since wi(&) = (R(x) WC, q) we have wi(rx) = (V(x) e, , ei). 
We can use this to compute 11 wi /I. In fact, let G% be the space of V and let A be 
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an operator on Z which commutes with V ~ I’. Then V(x~r) AL’(x) is constant 
on left cosets of .F so by Schur’s lemma 
V(x-1) Ai+) d(G) : (‘,I. 
where CA =- tr A/n. Applying this to -4 := (., P,) (I, and noting that 
(V(x+i),3 V(x) ei , ei) = 1 wi(x)i2 we see that 
On the other hand, by definition Ij wi 1: =-_ I! ei 1, so ei, :-= Ga. By similar 
reasoning it follows that the ei are orthogonal and span Y;“. (If they did not 
span there would be a v  in Xr orthogonal to them and hence w = (v, P(x)&*) 
would be orthogonal to the wi which is impossible.) Hence (0 ::- 2 (e; , V(x) e, j 
which is n times the corresponding r-spherical function. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
In this section we present some results on closed subgroups of nilpotent J,ie 
groups which, although probably known, do not seem to be avaiIable in the 
literature. Suppose N and r are as in the body of the paper. Let N be the Lie 
algebra of JV” and log r = l7 Let Alto = span r. It is known that Jr, is a Lie 
algebra over $J and is a rational form of N. Let exp No = X0 ~ the rational form 
of i\‘. 
DEFINITION. A closed (but not necessarily connected) supgroup II C jY is 
rational i f f  Ii n No is dense in H. 
We shall eventually show 
THEOREM (A-1). I f  H and K are rational subgroups of N and K normalizes H, 
then HK is rational and, in particular, closed. 
THEOREM (A.11). If H is rational, then [H, H] is rational. 
Here [H, H] is the subgroup generated by hhh-W-l, k, h E H. 
LEMMA (A.l). Let H be a normal, rational, connected subgroup of N with Lie 
algebra Z-S?. Let m = H\N and r = H\rH. Then, x = &\Jr/- is the Lie algebra 
of ,Y and the rational forms associated with f  are X\Mo + 2 =: Jo and. 
H\NoH = No. 
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Proof. It is known that since H is rational, I’H is closed, so F is a discrete, 
co-compact subgroup. If  x E N, from the Campbell-Hausdorff formula and the 
normality of H, log xh C log x + % and x-r(exp(log x + #)) C H. These 
imply log xH = log x + z. Hence log I’H = r + 8 which implies our 
result. QED. 
LEMMA (A.2). No is the set of x E N such that xn E rfor some nonzero n. 
Proof. It is known that r contains a subgroup r,, of finite index for which 
log r, is an additive lattice subgroup of JV. Clearly xn E Tiff xna E r, for some m. 
On the other hand, x” E I’, i f f  m log x E log r, , which is equivalent to log x E 
“G . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (A.3). If H is a rational subgroup of N there is a discrete rational 
subgroup I’,, 3 r n H, I’, C H such that H = I’,H, . 
Proof. Let NH be the algebraic hull of r n H in N. If  x E H n No , xn E 
I’ n H for some n so x” E NH . Since NH is simply connected, this imples x E NH 
SOHCN,. By [l], l’ n H is co-compact in NH so it suffices to assume H 3 r. 
Then H,, is normalized by r which, being Zariski dense in N, implies H, is 
normal. Clearly H,, is rational so we may form N, r, etc., as in Lemma (A.l). 
Since r is discrete, it is finitely generated (see [I]) by elements in No . Let 
E No project onto generators of r and let I’, be the subgroup of N 
~~&~a~~d by r and {yi}. S’ mce this is a finitely generated subgroup of No , it is 
discrete. Clearly r,H, = H. Q.E.D. 
We may now prove Theorem (A.l). 
Proof. Let K = I’,,K, and H = I’,H, be the above decompositions. Let I’, 
be the subgroup generated by r, and r, . I’, and r, are finitely generated since 
they are discrete and rational (see [l]). H ence I’, is discrete. Also I’, normalizes 
Ho . 
We may assume I’, = I’, for let N’ be the algebraic hull of I’, in N. As in 
Corollary (A.3) H and K are in N’ and from Lemma (A.2) they are I’, rational 
in N’. (Note that H n r C r, .) Then H,, is normal since it is normalized by r,, 
and I’, . Furthermore, if h E H, k + khk-lh-1 maps K, into a connected subset 
of H containing e. Thus, hK,h-l C H,K, . It follows that HOKO is normalized 
by r, . Since this is also normalized by I’, , it follows that it is a closed normal 
rational subgroup and hence I’HOK, is closed. This clearly is just HK. Q.E.D. 
Next we prove Theorem (A.11). Let H = I’,H, as before. Then [H, H] is 
generated by [Ho , f&J, [I’, , r,], and [r, , H,]. It suffices to prove that [r,, , Ho] 
is rational for then we apply Theorem (A.1) twice. To show this it suffices to show 
closure. The closure follows from the proof of (2.3), p. 107 of [2]. Q.E.D. 
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